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The most important trends in the modern economy are convergence – the process of
convergence of activities of various economic entities and digitalization. Their interaction creates new opportunities for increasing the competitiveness and efficiency of
insurance companies. The purpose of the paper is to identify economic convergence
processes taking place on the Russian insurance market, which, when using different digitalization products, lead to new business models of partnership. The results
of the conducted empirical analysis confirm the existence of economic convergence
processes at all levels (intra-segment, intersegment and inter-sectoral) on the Russian
insurance market. The proof of this is the significant reduction in the number of insurers in 2021 to 158, compared to 600 insurers in 2011. Over the past three years, the
share of sales of insurance products with the participation of banks acting as intermediaries in the sales of insurance services has increased by 1.5 times. Also, along
with insurance companies, health care companies have increasingly become involved
in such operations. Digitalization products (information technologies (IT); IT and IT
platforms; IT, IT platforms and networks) have a huge impact on the forms of organizing joint business with the participation of insurance companies. Some insurance
companies do not provide opportunities to issue an insurance policy online or pay
an insurance premium, i.e. they use sites for only minor customer interactions. Most
often, Russian insurance companies use mobile applications. The impact of various
digitalization products at different levels of economic convergence of insurers initiates
multivariate business models of joint business.
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Insurance, as an institution of financial and social protection of society members, a country’s economy and as the most important source
of investment resources, is a significant segment not only of the financial market, but of the entire economy. One of the most important
mechanisms to increase the competitiveness of any business entity at
the present stage is economic convergence – the process of bringing
the activities of different companies and enterprises closer together.
Economic convergence processes cover the entire economy, but they
are especially pronounced in the financial market, taking into account the participation of insurance companies. The modern opportunities provided by digitalization, as well as life in the conditions of
the COVID-19 pandemic, require the activation and strengthening of
convergence at different levels of the economy. In this context, it is
worth quoting experts from the Reinsurance Group of America (RGA,
2021): “Аs we continue to speculate how the “new normal” will unfold,
insurance market dynamics will continue to shift, while technology
increases the pace and breadth of change. In order to meet new con-
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sumer needs with speed, agility, and innovation, a life insurer’s focus must be on combining proven approaches with new ways of doing business via collaboration and co-development. Today’s successful life
insurers are collaborating at scale with ecosystem partners such as insurtechs and technology providers
to acquire business-critical capabilities that maximize new business operating models.” An empirical
analysis of new business models of joint economic activities that appear on the insurance market under
the influence of digitalization becomes a prerequisite for the future assessment of their effectiveness and
selection of the best option.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

digitalization, ensure its greatest growth and the
maximum increase in the initiator’s competitiveThe use of economic convergence as an instru- ness (Kalayda, 2021; Abdelmoneim & Fekry, 2021).
ment to increase the competitiveness of economic entities is increasingly confirmed. At the same Convergence processes on financial markets, estime, digitalization as the most important trend pecially with the participation of insurance comin modern society, has a significant impact on the panies, were reflected by Kuznetsova et al. (2016),
processes of economic convergence. Numerous Dowrick and Bradford (2003). Pisarenko and
works have been devoted to the study of its impact Chernova (2015) believe that economic actors are
on national economies. Considering the mod- forced to look for new forms of doing joint busiernization of the economy under the influence ness at different levels of convergence due to inof digitalization, Sembekov et al. (2021) note the creased competition. An increase in business effichange in its structure and the emergence of new ciency with economic convergence is possible if
digital sectors as the basis of the new informa- certain prerequisites for its creation are realized
tion economy. Examining digitalization process- in a joint business, the positive influence of exes, Golovenchik (2019) notes a change in business ternal factors is taken into account, and the busimodels under the influence of global digitaliza- ness model itself contributes to an increase in the
tion, a change in the business processes of enter- competitiveness of the initiator of convergence
prises and organizations with the introduction of (Khalin et al., 2021). The insurance sector is a signew technologies. Khalin and Chernova (2018), nificant segment of the financial market, thereChernova et al. (2019) pay special attention to the fore, by using its example many authors demonmanifestation of digitalization at different levels of strate the change in the market and its structhe economy, including the risks of digitalization ture under the influence of the digital economy
for the Russian economy.
(Kaigorodova et al., 2020a). Studying the practice
of M&A transactions on the insurance market of
At the same time, most authors agree that digitali- the Russian Federation, Tarasova (2014) explores
zation has a significant impact on the development the processes of intra-segment economic converof the financial sector of the economy (Dankiewicz gence, but does not name them directly. Kalayda
et al., 2020; Mustafina et al., 2020; Volosovych and Malova (2018) confirm these processes – they
et al., 2021). Thus, Zhang and Chen (2019) de- draw conclusions about the reduction of insurers
fine the highest level of the development of the due to the consolidation of the insurance business.
digital economy in the financial sector in China. Among the additional factors that have a positive
Maramygin et al. (2019) note the gradual blurring effect on the processes of economic convergence
of the boundaries of the financial industry and of the insurance market in the Russian Federation,
the cooperation of financial structures with rep- Kalayda (2017) highlights the adopted legislative
resentatives of other sectors of the economy as a standards of the regulator, which become uniform
result of the financial market’s digital transforma- for all participants in the financial market of the
tion. According to Gawer (2021), Boyer et al. (2021), Russian Federation.
Birch and Cochrane (2021), this creates new forms
of business organization. Of particular interest When assessing the impact of digitalization on
are business models that, within a certain level the economy, Khalin and Chernova (2020) and
of economic convergence under the influence of Chernova et al. (2019) distinguish three main
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stages of its development, reflecting the gradual
complication of digitalization instruments. In this
regard, they determine the result (product) of the
first stage of digitalization – information technologies (IT), the product of the second stage – IT
and IT platforms, and the product of the third
stage – IT, IT platforms and networks that unite
them. Kalayda and Faizova (2020) consider the
features of the use of modern digital innovations
by insurance companies in their internal business
processes. Examining the digital transformation
of the insurance markets in the US and EU countries, Cappiello (2018) notes the role of innovative
technologies in increasing the competitiveness of
insurance companies.
Levchishina et al. (2020) focus on the role of insurance in the development of innovation by
covering innovative and digital risks, which can
be considered as an option for mutually beneficial cooperation between insurance and innovative companies. Baranauskas and Raišiene (2021)
highlight new business organization models (digital platforms) in the Baltic insurance market. New
forms of cooperation between insurers and other
companies are explored by Klapkiv et al. (2020),
Zhilkin and Mantsurov (2016), and Holiavko
(2021). Akhvlediany (2021) confirms the increase
in the level of digital interaction in the Russian
insurance market, which leads to the transformation of the insurance industry in the conditions
of sustainable development. Faizova et al. (2020),
Doszhan et al. (2020), Kaigorodova et al. (2020b),
and Kaigorodova et al. (2021) note the transformation of business processes and the increase in the
possibilities of insurance companies in the implementation of digital innovation, but at the same
time, they identify new risks. Modern scientific
works also explore the issues of modernizing the
regulation of national insurance markets caused
by the impact of digitalization (Kotlobovsky &
Zhang, 2021).

ing the working model, based on the use of artificial intelligence and decision-making in terms of
incomplete and asymmetric information; internal
communications transformation and relations –
outsourcing and freelancing.”
Alekseieva et al. (2021) argue that “…the pandemic
caused the intensification of digitalization processes in the economy and all the events, in particular,
specialized network platforms such as Enterprise
Europe Network obtain new virtual forms.”
There is a specificity of the very processes of economic convergence occurring at the intra-segment,
intersegment and inter-sectoral levels. This affects
the content of joint activities organized within a
certain level of economic convergence, in which
the insurer becomes a participant (Tsvetkova et
al., 2021). Digitalization has also an impact on
the joint business created within the framework
of economic convergence – through its digitalization products. The variety of these products has a
different effect on the content of the created joint
business, in which the Russian insurer becomes a
participant.
The processes of economic convergence, based on
the convergence of activities conducted by various
economic entities, are a mechanism for increasing the competitiveness of the initiator of the joint
business creation. The desire of an economic entity to increase its competitiveness by bringing its
activities closer to the activities of other economic
entities determines the creation of various forms
of organizing a joint business, aimed primarily at
increasing the efficiency of its own activities. This
trend is also observed on the insurance market.
The purpose of the paper is to identify the processes of economic convergence taking place on the
Russian insurance market, which, when using different digitalization products, lead to the formation of new business models of partnership.

Ponomarenko et al. (2021) highlighted that “…
digitalization has evolved from the automation
process, where workflows are algorithmized and 2. GENERALIZATION
transferred to digital format. The following feaOF MAIN STATEMENTS
tures characterize this process: rethinking of the
external communication customer-oriented mod- The convergence of activities of economic entities,
el with partners and customers; the emergence of aimed at increasing the competitiveness of its inia sharing business model of the company; chang- tiator, is manifested within the framework of:

http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/ins.12(1).2021.05
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•

intra-segment economic convergence, when
the initiator plans to increase his own competitiveness by converging with the activities
of an economic entity (or entities) of the same
segment of the economy in which he operates;

•

intersegment economic convergence, the goal
of which is to increase the initiator’s own
competitiveness due to convergence with the
activities of an economic entity (or entities)
operating in a segment of the economy other
than that of the initiator;

•

sis of an agency agreement. The bank, being
an agent of an insurance company, sells insurance policies and receives income in the
form of commission. Within the framework
of intersegment convergence, this form of a
business model is characterized by the bank’s
ability to provide additional services (in addition to the main banking services), as well
as through the implementation of the goals of
the convergence participants – both the insurance company (initiator) and the bank realize
their goals by receiving funds in the form of
insurance premiums and agency commission,
respectively.

inter-sectoral economic convergence, which
implies an increase in the competitiveness
of the initiator due to convergence with the • Aggressive form of economic convergence is
activities of an economic entity (or entities)
the initiation by the bank of the convergence
working in any other than that of the initiaprocess with the insurance company.
tor’s sector of the economy.
An increase in competition on the insurance marAt first, the processes of economic convergence on ket of the Russian Federation, which took place bethe Russian insurance market manifested them- tween individual insurance companies and insurselves at the intra-segment level – the convergence ance groups formed within the framework of intook place within the insurance segment and only tra-segment economic convergence, necessitated
the subjects of the insurance market were involved the search for new means and ways of their effecin the joint business. As the main prerequisite for tive development by the subjects of the Russian inintra-segment convergence on the Russian insur- surance market. As a mechanism to increase their
ance market, one can consider the possibility of competitiveness, many of them began to choose
creating a single client base of policyholders, the options for cooperation within the framework of
use of which in a joint business provides signifi- economic convergence with entities from adjacent
cant competitive advantages, primarily due to an segments of the financial market, primarily with
increase in sales volumes. An example of an ad- banks and non-state pension funds. An additional
ditional factor contributing to the convergence of prerequisite for this was the similarity of products
economic entities’ activities on the insurance mar- provided by the financial market’s entities – priket (in addition to increased competition) is the marily banking, insurance and investment, allowregulatory influence that insurance companies ing the client to receive investment income.
are exposed to as potential participants in convergence: this is an increase in the requirements The active participation of insurance companies
for the minimum authorized capital of insurers, a in the processes of the next level of convergence
change in the principles of accounting and finan- – inter-sectoral – is due to the significant positive
cial reporting (introduction of IFRS, transition of influence of the digitalization factor. Thanks to
insurers to accounting plans, etc.).
this influence, the subjects of the Russian insurance market, in order to increase the efficiency of
A peculiar feature of business models in intra-seg- their activities and in search of options for profitment convergence is the use of two main forms able cooperation, began to go beyond the finanof its implementation – voluntary and aggres- cial market – to other sectors of the economy. A
sive, which can affect the level of efficiency of joint number of companies carry out joint business acbusiness:
tivities with representatives of other segments and
sectors of the economy implementing a number of
• Voluntary form – cooperation between an business models for inter-sectoral convergence on
insurance company and a bank on the ba- the Russian insurance market.
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It should be noted that digitalization is provided
by three levels of products:
1) the product of the first stage of digitalization –
information technologies (IT): these are technologies for maintaining a database and supporting individual business processes of the
insurer (creating a single client base, as well as
a database for maintaining and servicing insurance contracts);
2) the product of digitalization of the second
stage – IT and the IT platform – is the development and use by the insurance company of
its own website in the information and telecommunications network “Internet”;

companies, Rosno and Progress-Garant. Another
manifestation of intra-segment convergence was
the formation of insurance groups, for example,
the emergence in the mid-2000s of the insurance
group Soglasie, represented by the insurance company Soglasie, which carries out insurance services other than life insurance, and the company Soglasie-Vita, which offers life insurance. The
implementation of the joint business within the
framework of intra-segment convergence in the
form of insurance groups allows insurers to occupy leading positions on the insurance market of
the Russian Federation. The analysis of indicators
of total insurance premiums (for life insurance
and other types of insurance) confirms that the
leaders of the Russian insurance market at the end
of 2020 are the Sogaz group of companies (indicators are included only for the Sogaz and Sogaz-life
companies), Alfa, Sberbank, Ingosstrakh, ResoGarantia, Rossgostrakh. At the end of 2020, in total these six insurance groups collected more than
65% of revenues of all Russian insurers.

3) the digitalization product of the third stage
– (IT, IT platforms and networks) – the most
complex digitalization product, an example of
which can be the websites of insurance companies, but only those that, interacting with
other IT platforms through networks, provide
The processes of intra-segment convergence conadditional opportunities to their customers.
tinue on the Russian insurance market even now.
The basic examples of economic convergence pro- Thus, in the spring of 2021 insurance companies
cesses occurring with the use of different digitali- Helios and Verna announced the merger of their
zation products with the participation of insurers activities, in which the insurance portfolio of
are presented in Table A1 (Appendix A).
Verna is transferred to Helios. As a result of the
merger of these two insurers, a new universal playThe greatest positive effect from digitalization er under the Helios brand will appear on the inproducts can be observed provided that not only surance market. Thanks to the voluntary form of
individual information technologies are used, but implementation of such integration, which makes
also platforms, as well as networks that connect it possible, among other things, to unite in the
them. The transition to the use of more complex future joint business all the best that the converdigitalization products is explained by their tech- gence participants had before the convergence: renical characteristics and the possibilities of a stim- sources, products, technologies, etc., it will have
ulating influence on the business itself.
an opportunity to become more financially stable
and solvent. The participation in the process of intra-segment convergence will allow the owners of
3. DISCUSSION
these two subjects of the insurance market to bring
the joint business to a qualitatively new high level
The processes of intra-segment convergence on of development and increase its competitiveness.
the insurance market of the Russian Federation
manifested themselves in the consolidation of the The ongoing processes of intra-segment econominsurance business. Realizing the relevant factors ic convergence maintain a tendency towards a reand prerequisites, individual insurance compa- duction in the number of insurance subjects due
nies carried out the convergence of their activities to the consolidation of the insurance business and
through mergers and acquisitions. A good exam- exit from the market in various ways (entirely or
ple was the acquisition in the early 2000s by the due to participation in the processes of economic
Alliance insurance company of two insurance convergence) of small and medium-sized insur-
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ance companies. This is confirmed by statistical
data. If as of January 1, 2011, according to the Bank
of Russia, more than 600 insurance organizations
were operating on the insurance market, then by
July 1, 2021, only 158 insurers were registered.

form accounting rules for the entire financial market. An additional confirmation of the increasing
importance of the factor of similarity of the legislative framework is a very similar procedure for
investing insurance reserves formed by insurance
organizations and non-state pension funds.

The insurance market of the Russian Federation
was and is still characterized by the processes of
intra-segment convergence. This is demonstrated
by the amalgamation of various insurance companies, which is accompanied by the consolidation
of the remaining players on the Russian insurance
market.

New forms of organizing joint business (business
models) that appear within the framework of intersegment economic convergence are determined
by the values of parameters of their activities (voluntary and aggressive). It should be noted that in
the Russian Federation, the share of sales of insurance products with the participation of banks actInsurance companies increasingly choose coop- ing as intermediaries in the sales of insurance sereration with entities from adjacent segments of vices is constantly increasing. Thus, compared to
the financial market (with banks and non-state 2017, in 2020 the share of sales of insurance prodpension funds) as an instrument to increase their ucts with the participation of banks increased by
competitiveness. Investment life insurance prod- 1.5 times.
ucts are an example of this. Thus, the insurance
company Ingosstrakh with the participation of the Another option for the business model of intersegmanagement company Ingosstrakh-Investments ment convergence is the bank’s initiation of the
offers its clients the program of investment life process of convergence with the insurance compainsurance Vector, which provides not only insur- ny: the deal on the acquisition by Sovkombank at
ance coverage (insurance payment) in the event of the end of 2019 of the insurance company Liberty
death as a result of an accident or road accident, Insurance. As a result of this acquisition the insurbut also the receipt of investment income by ben- er became known as Sovkombank Insurance, and
eficiaries in the amount of up to 200% and up to the volume of insurance premiums of this compa300% of contribution, respectively. Another ex- ny increased significantly, largely due to converample of cooperation between financial market gence, which is also confirmed by the growth in
entities is the Alfa-Reserve program of Alfa Life sales of insurance contracts with the participation
Insurance Company, which provides the service of banks. There is also a significant increase in the
with the help of partners – Rostfinance and Alfa insurer’s own funds: from 600 million rubles as of
Bank banks.
September 6, 2018 up to 1,600 million rubles as of
June 30, 2021.
The strengthening of the processes of intersegment
economic convergence on the Russian insurance Another example of a business model of intersegmarket is facilitated by the factor of similarity of ment convergence on the Russian insurance market
the legislative framework that regulates the activ- is the participation of the Ingosstrakh insurance
ities of participants of this level of convergence – company in the authorized capital of the Soyuz
the subjects of the financial market. It manifested bank (share of participation – 95.86%) or the creitself in creating a single regulator for the finan- ation by the Rosgosstrakh insurance company of
cial market represented in the Central Bank of the the bank with the same name – Rosgosstrakhbank.
Russian Federation and in the trend common for Unlike the previous example, here the initiator is
all subjects of the financial market of the Russian the subject of the insurance market.
Federation of creating uniform rules to regulate
financial aspects of their activities. An example All processes of intra-segment convergence on the
of this is the introduction in 2017 of a new ac- Russian insurance market at the initial stage of a
counting plan for non-bank financial institutions, joint business creation felt the impact of digitalizawhich was based on the accounting plan for credit tion through its simplest product of the first stage of
institutions. This means the convergence of uni- digitalization – information technologies (IT).
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As regards digitalization products of the second
stage, the use of IT platforms on the Russian insurance market is observed not only in the activities of companies participating in the processes of
economic convergence, but also in those that conduct business independently. The recognition of the
need to use more complex digitalization products
such as IT and IT platforms in the insurance business is the obligatory use of them by insurers, which
is enshrined in the Law “On the Organization of
Insurance Business in the Russian Federation”.
Currently, through their websites, insurers provide
clients with information about their companies
and their financial indicators, inform their clients
about the main insurance services, provide opportunities for quotations on some insurance products, etc. (Capital-Policy insurance company, etc.).
Given the definition of the platform proposed by
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development – “it is a digital service designed to
improve interaction over the Internet between two
or more interdependent groups of users”, the website can really be considered as a platform through
which certain interactions with customers are carried out (OECD, 2019). However, this stage in the
development of digitalization does not fully reflect
all the positive advantages and opportunities of
the current level of digitalization. Some insurance
companies do not provide an opportunity to issue
an insurance policy online or pay an insurance premium, i.e. they also use their sites only for minor
interaction with their insured clients – in fact, only
for informing clients – Solidarity insurance company, Geopolis insurance company, etc.

client can receive information about insurance
products. For example, on the VTB bank’s website
in the “Other Services” section one can study offers on insurance products and, if necessary, draw
up an contract through the VTB online bank.

The positive influence of the digitalization factor
led to the participation of insurance companies in
inter-sectoral convergence. First of all, health care
companies began to participate in the processes of
inter-sectoral convergence along with insurance
companies. An example of this is the initiation of
convergence processes with medical companies
by insurance organizations in the form of creating their own medical centers, participating in the
authorized capital of medical companies, etc. The
analysis shows that insurance companies that carry out this kind of joint business with medical companies within the framework of economic convergence can be of different sizes – both big companies
and smaller ones: Gaide (Gaide multidisciplinary
medical centers), Ingosstrakh (its own network
of multidisciplinary clinics Be Healthy), CapitalPolicy (Medical Center Capital-Policy), insurance
group Sogaz (Group of clinics Sogaz Medicine), etc.
Another version of the business model of inter-sectoral convergence with the participation of the insurance market entity is the provision of various services under the subscription “Ogon” by the insurance
group Sogaz and its partners. By purchasing such
subscription, the policyholder can receive advantageous offers and discounts not only in insurance
and finance, but also on mobile communications or
health and electronics products, as well as free access
to watching movies, etc. Among the partners of the
IT and IT platforms are a more complex digitali- insurer are Gazprombank, Gazpromneft gas stations,
zation product that is actively used by insurance Lenta stores, Gazprombank Car Leasing, pharmacy
companies operating independently or within the chain Acha, Rive-Gauche cosmetics and perfumery
framework of economic convergence. However, it stores, etc. These examples confirm the existence of
should be noted that, unfortunately, not every in- cross-sectoral economic convergence processes taksurance company uses all the possibilities provid- ing place on the Russian insurance market.
ed by this product.
The most complex digitalization product (IT, IT
The application of the second stage digitaliza- platforms and networks) can provide additiontion product is observed on the Russian insur- al opportunities to their customers (Table A2,
ance market not only within the framework of Appendix A).
intra-segment, but also inter-segment economic
convergence. This can be confirmed by the par- The possibilities of economic convergence of difticipation of the insurance company as a partner ferent levels with the participation of insurance
in the intersegment convergence initiated by the market entities are enhanced when, at different
bank. Through its website (as an IT platform), the stages of business processes, they use the follow-
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ing modern technologies and devices based on the
latest achievements of digitalization – the product
of digitalization of the third stage:
•

•

•

Mobile applications. Russian insurance
companies actively use such technologies
in various business processes and carry out
certain types of joint activities within the
framework of different levels of convergence. The insurance company VSK, using
its mobile application, provides an opportunity to get advice from doctors within the
framework of a personal insurance contract,
and for comprehensive car insurance – the
ability to call an emergency commissioner
and a tow truck. The mobile application of
the Sogaz insurance company allows a client not only to issue and pay for an insurance policy, but also to receive information
about his health status from the “Medical
Card” section: doctors’ opinions, tests, vaccinations, allergies, medications, etc. At the
same time, it is possible to enter through the
“State Services” website.

Insurance chat bots – automatic systems created to communicate with policyholders via SMS,
website or messenger on issues of registration
and sales of insurance policies, advice on claims
settlement, etc. For example, the developed service “@osago_robot” is intended for use at the
level of intra-segment convergence in the implementation of MTPL policies by several insurance companies. The medical chatbot used
by the insurance company Sberbank Insurance
can recognize more than 350 symptoms of the
disease and determine the doctor to whom the
client can turn. Such technologies can be used
at all levels of convergence, depending on the
participants and provided services (for example, in the event of an insured event for comprehensive insurance – assistance in filling out
an application for an insured event, tow truck The conducted analysis confirmed the presence
of intersegment convergence processes on the
services, medical institution services, etc.).
insurance market of the Russian Federation.
Telematics – equipment that allows an insur- They manifest themselves in the implementaer to track the insurance object in real time tion of different variants of business models of
in order to control and assess the level of risk, this level of convergence. These include cooperetc. For example, integrated navigation and ation between insurance companies and banks
information services give certain advantages within the framework of agency agreements for
to insurance companies in the sales and main- the sales of insurance services, active particitenance of motor hull insurance policies, and pation of insurers in the authorized capital of
their partners – car dealers – on the acquisi- credit institutions, as well as their passive partion of a new client and the possibility of in- ticipation in convergence models initiated by
banking institutions.
stalling (activating) such equipment.

CONCLUSION
The Russian insurance market is characterized by the manifestation of economic convergence processes at different levels, which, when using various digitalization products, lead to the formation of new
business models of partnership. Intra-segment convergence manifests itself in the consolidation of participants on the Russian insurance market. Intersegment convergence is characterized by the implementation by financial market entities of various options for organizing joint business, such as mutual
participation in capital, cooperation based on agency agreements, etc. The active manifestation of the
processes of inter-sectoral economic convergence is confirmed by the joint activities of Russian insurance companies with representatives from the healthcare and automotive industries. As the analysis
shows, the purpose of creating a joint business is most often the mutual interests of the parties.
Given the rapid pace of digitalization, within the framework of intersegment and inter-sectoral convergence, one can observe the use of not only individual information technologies, but also platforms and
networks that unite them. The transition to the use of more complex digitalization products is explained
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by their technical characteristics and the possibility of a positive impact on the business itself. The latter
confirms the growing influence of digitalization on the processes of economic convergence taking place
on the Russian insurance market. The analysis showed that the most promising in the insurance market
of the Russian Federation are business models of inter-sectoral convergence using the most complex
digitalization product, namely IT, IT platforms and networks that unite them. In general, digitalization
contributes to the acceleration of the processes of economic convergence on the Russian insurance market, increases the efficiency of insurance coverage and corresponds to the development of insurance as
the most important institution of financial and social security.
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APPENDIX A
Table A1. Possible options for cooperation between participants of economic convergence, based on
the use of a specific digitalization product
Digitalization
product

IT

Convergence level
Intersegment

Intrasegment
Insurance companies – members
of an insurance group, using a
common client base, implement
insurance policies

Each member of the insurance
group places on its website
IT and IT
(platform) in the Internet
platforms
information about its services,
as well as about the services of
its partner
Each member of insurance group
posts on its website (platform) in
the Internet information about
its services, as well as about the
services of its partner; due to the
IT, IT platforms networks connecting the partner
and IT networks platforms, it makes it possible
to instantly go to the partner’s
website; provides the ability to
issue and pay for an insurance
policy online

Intersectoral

The bank, using the same client base
with the insurance company, sells
insurance policies (based on agency
agreement) and provides banking
services
Each participant of the convergence - a
bank and an insurance company, places
on its website (platform) in the Internet
information about its services, as well
as about the services of its partner

The medical institution, using the same
client base with the insurance company,
implements insurance policies (based on
agency agreement) and provides medical
services
Each convergence participant - a medical
institution and an insurance company,
places information about its services, as
well as those of a partner, on its website
in the Internet

Each convergence participant – a bank
and an insurance company, places on
its website (platform) in the Internet
information about its services, as well
as about the services of its partner;
due to the networks connecting the
partner platforms, it makes it possible
to instantly go to the partner’s website;
provides an opportunity to register
and pay for any service provided by
partners online

Each convergence participants - a
medical institution and an insurance
company, places on its website (platform)
in the Internet information about its
services, as well as about the services of
its partner;
due to the networks connecting the
partner platforms, it makes it possible
to instantly go to the partner’s website;
provides an opportunity to register and
pay for any service provided by partners
online

Table А2. Additional opportunities provided by the third stage digitalization product (IT, IT platforms
and networks)
Additional
possibilities

The insurance company
providing the possibility

Meaning of the possibility

1. Purchasing of policies
Insurance company Adonis
and their payment online

This use of the site illustrates the combination of such business
processes of the insurer as informing about insurance services,
concluding an insurance contract and ensuring cash flows under the
contract. This is possible by combining the insurer’s platform (its
website) and the payment terminal (platform) through which the
insurance premium is paid.

2. Opening of personal
accounts through which
the policyholder can
interact with the insurer
and the intermediary
(broker, agent) with the
insurer

Personal account of the agent of Ingosstrakh, created using the
Ingogate system, Virtu Systems - a program for the work of an agent
of the insurance company Rosgosstrakh, the personal account of
the insured in the insurance company Alfa Insurance, Rosgosstrakh’s
platform Agentology, which makes it possible to attract agents for
online sales of insurance policies.

Ingosstrakh Insurance Company,
Rosgosstrakh Insurance Company,
Insurance company Alfa Insurance
Rosgosstrakh

3. Provision of additional services to policyholders by partners of the insurance company in a joint business
3.1. From its own sector
of the economy common
to all participants
in intra-segment
convergence
3.2. From different
segments of the
economy common
to all participants
in intersegment
convergence
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The insurance company
Alfastrakhovanie enables a client
to receive a life insurance service
from the insurance company
Alfastrokhovanie Zhizn

This is made possible through the interaction carried out through
networks that connect the sites (IT platforms) of these companies

Sovkombankstrakhovanie company,
marketplace of the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation and
financial platform of JSC Financial
Marketplace Sravni.ru

The company Sovkombankstrakhovanie. In addition to insurance
services, the joint business allows its client through the website
of the insurance company to obtain a bank card Halva issued
by Sovkombank. Another example of using the most complex
digitalization product by financial market entities is the participation
of insurance companies along with other financial organizations in
financial platforms. These technologies of insurance companies open
up opportunities for the sales of products such as MTPL insurance,
travel insurance, mortgage insurance, real estate insurance, etc.
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Table А2 (cont.). Additional opportunities provided by the third stage digitalization product (IT, IT
platforms and networks)
Additional
possibilities

3.3. From different
segments and sectors
of the economy for
participants in crosssectoral convergence

The insurance company
providing the possibility

Insurance companies Gaide and
Capital-Policy, insurance company
Rosgosstrakh, Sberbank Insurance

4. Full customer service
through websites during
the term of the insurance
Insurance company Mango
contract – from the
moment of its conclusion
until the end

http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/ins.12(1).2021.05

Meaning of the possibility
Insurance companies provide additional opportunities for their
clients, in addition to the insurance services proper, to receive medical
services provided by their partners – medical centers. Another model
for organizing a joint business allows the insured persons to switch,
using digitalization products, to the mobile applications “My honey
service” and “My auto service” and receive additional services related
to these types of insurance. Participation in the financial ecosystem
“Sber” enables the Sberbank Insurance clients, in addition to receiving
insurance services through its website, to access almost all segments
of the economy – logistics, leisure and banking
Insurance company Mango, operating completely in digital form
without offices and providing services “by subscription” – for the
period of one month
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